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It is widely recognized that device and interconnect fabrics at the nanoscale

will be characterized by a higher density of permanent defects and increased sus-

ceptibility to transient faults. This appears to be intrinsic to nanoscale regimes

and fundamentally limits the eventual benefits of the increased device density, i.e.,

the overheads associated with achieving fault-tolerance may counter the benefits

of increased device density – density-reliability tradeoff. At the same time, as de-

vices scale down one can expect a higher proportion of area to be associated with

interconnection, i.e., area is wire dominated. In this work we theoretically explore

density-reliability tradeoffs in wire dominated integrated systems. We derive an area

scaling model based on simple assumptions capturing the salient features of hierar-

chical design for high performance systems, along with first order assumptions on

reliability, wire area, and wire length across hierarchical levels. We then evaluate

overheads associated with using basic fault-tolerance techniques at different levels

of the design hierarchy. This, albeit simplified model, allows us to tackle several

interesting theoretical questions: (1) When does it make sense to use smaller less

reliable devices? (2) At what scale of the design hierarchy should fault tolerance be

applied in high performance integrated systems?
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In the second part of this thesis we explore perturbation-based computa-

tional models as a promising choice for implementing next generation ubiquitous

information technology on unreliable nanotechnologies. We show the inherent ro-

bustness of such computational models to high defect densities and performance

uncertainty which, when combined with low manufacturing precision requirements,

makes them particularly suitable for emerging nanoelectronics. We propose a hy-

brid eNano-CMOS perturbation-based computing platform relying on a new style

of configurability that exploits the computational model’s unique form of unstruc-

tured redundancy. We consider the practicality and scalability of perturbation-based

computational models by developing and assessing initial foundations for engineer-

ing such systems. Specifically, new design and decomposition principles exploiting

task specific contextual and temporal scales are proposed and shown to substantially

reduce complexity for several benchmark tasks. Our results provide strong evidence

for the relevance and potential of this class of computational models when targeted

at emerging unreliable nanoelectronics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Trends in Development of Integrated Circuits

Over the last few decades the computational power of integrated circuits

has been growing rapidly following to Moore’s Law. This empirical law states that

the number of transistors that can be placed inexpensively on an integrated circuit

approximately doubles every two years [35]. Such growth has been achieved by

miniaturization of devices, which not only enabled placement of more devices on

the same chip area, but also made each device faster and less energy consuming.

Indeed miniaturization has been an effective approach to increase computational

power. Unfortunately this approach has fundamental limits and these limits are at

this point not far away. A device in the traditional sense cannot be smaller than

one atom. In fact it is problematic to approach this limit. Note that modern lithog-

raphy is already at the nano scale with feature sizes 35nm-45nm, while the silicon

crystal lattice spacing is 0.54nm. On the one hand, manufacturing becomes increas-

ingly expensive making such levels of miniaturization impractical. On the another

hand, smaller devices become more prone to defects and soft errors, which must

be overcome through testing/defect mapping and soft faults tolerance redundancy.

The overheads associated with testing and redundancy may very quickly exceed the

benefits associated with reduced device’s size.

Another problem is power consumption. Although smaller devices tend to

be more energy efficient, an increased number of devices per chip still requires more

power and results in a higher power density. Also at current levels of miniaturization

the energy benefits of smaller devices are partially compensated by the increased

role of wires as the load for a driving device. For this reason the operational speed of
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devices does not increase as quickly as it could given the intrinsic speedup of devices

with reduced size. In any case it appears difficult to substantially reduce the device

size beyond the current level. One possible way to achieve higher computational

power is to use even more devices (on several chips or on a chip with larger area).

Such systems would consume proportionally more power. The power budget is

however limited by heat conductance capability and the maximum temperature at

which the systems can operate. Although it is possible to enhance heat conductance

to some extent, it cannot be made arbitrarily high, so power budget cannot be

substantially increased.

Fortunately it is possible to do more computation using the same energy.

This becomes clear when we consider how power gets dissipated during switching

(i.e., dynamic power dissipation). When, for example, a line at a low level has to be

switched to a high level, the pull up transistor starts conducting current from the

power line to the signal line and the voltage across the transistor channel roughly

equals that of the power supply. As we know power dissipation inside the channel

is I ∗ V - product of the current flowing through the channel and the voltage across

the channel. The total energy dissipated in the channel is the integral of the power

which equals Q ∗ V/2 (assuming a constant capacitance) - i.e., the product of the

total charge passed through the channel by half of voltage swing. Noting that

Q = C ∗ V , where C is the capacitance of the line, the total energy dissipated in

the channel is C ∗ V 2/2, which gives the well known formula for dynamic power

dissipation f ∗ C ∗ V 2/2, where f is switching frequency of the line.

The switching here happens in a very aggressive manner where voltage across

the conducting channel is big. This helps to switch in the fastest possible way, but it

also costs a lot of power. Note that power depends quadratically on the voltage. So,

for example, if we reduce the voltage, switching will happen more slowly (roughly

linear with voltage), but power will be reduced quadratically. So this is how one

can achieve significantly higher computational capability under a power constraint.

One has to use a larger number of devices operating in a slow low power mode.
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The number of devices grows quadratically with desired increase in computational

capacity, while the speed of each device drops linearly and power consumption per

device drops quadratically.

Of course the physics of silicon transistors will not scale in this idealized

manner all the way down to zero voltage. A potential solution is to use alternative

materials that will allow operation at extremely low voltages. Another potential

solution is called adiabatic switching [13, 20] which allows the use silicon transistors

operating at a high supply voltage. However switching happens in a not so aggressive

way as it happens in the mode described above. In this case the voltage of the power

line is not constant, but it increases gradually when charging the signal line. In this

way the voltage across the conducting transistor channel is small all the time, but

the transferred charge is the same, so the energy per switch becomes small. Of

course the current through the channel is small too, so switching takes longer.

The bottom line is that in order to achieve significantly higher computational

capability under power constraints, one needs to increase quadratically the number

of devices. To make this practical, the system size and cost have to be reasonable,

unless we try to build a supercomputer where size and cost may be a lesser factor.

However even for a supercomputer power consumption must be within reasonable

limits. An example of a such supercomputer is the ‘Green Flash’ project [43, 44]

that basically adopts the above mentioned principle of using an increased number of

low-power mobile chips instead of general-purpose processors to achieve significant

(about 60 times) power reduction when huge computational power is needed for

climate modeling. In this case the system size is not as important as in the case of

an embedded system, so regular low power chips work sufficiently well.

A straight forward approach could be to use many chips, but this would

require significant system size, what is not acceptable for embedded systems, and

the cost would grow proportionally to the number of chips. An additional problem

with this approach is the large number of macro connections among these chips. So

obviously a new technology is required that could provide a much larger number
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of devices than current technology, though not necessary as small devices as in the

current technology. However the cost of such systems should not be very high and

the size should be reasonable. Apparently in order to achieve reasonable system

size, one will have to consider packing devices tightly in a 3D volume, in contrast to

current technology where devices are packed inside a thin layer on fairly small chip

areas.

True 3D integration is still not a realistic technology in the near future.

However it is not required to achieve partial success. For example, one can use

traditional photolithography to imprint circuits on a large area of a flexible thin

film. This thin film can then be compacted within a 3D volume. This way a tight

3D packing can be achieved using essentially a 2D technology. Such a technology

would allow us to extend the life of Moore’s law beyond the limit of atomic size for

planar systems.

Systems built according to above mentioned principals would operate quite

differently from current systems. The system size would be much larger and at the

same time each element of the system would operate at a low speed. Naturally

two questions arise here. One question is what implications these properties have

on current design approaches if they were applied to prospective systems. A sec-

ond question is what alternative computation models would be well suited to these

prospective technologies.

It is interesting and inspiring to compare engineered computational systems

with the human brain. The latter is a computational system which is particularly

well suited for signal processing and control tasks. The membrane potential in

neurons is a few dozens of millivolts, while the voltage swing in microchips is a few

hundreds of millivolts (used to be thousands). Switching frequency in neurons is

roughly 100Hz, while in current microchips it is a few GHz. The number of synapses

in the human brain is 1014, while the number of transistors on a chip is 109 (note

here that if computation capacity is affected by frequency, memory capacity depends

only on device count). Neurons are not as small as today transistors, but very large
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amounts of them are packed in 3D volumes, while transistors occupy thin layers of

planar chips.

It is quite possible that new computational models suitable for new prospec-

tive technologies will not be as efficient for all computational tasks for which old

technologies were efficient. However one can hypothesize that they can be efficient

for at least the tasks where the human brain is efficient - cognitive real time signal

processing and intelligent control.

This thesis addresses two aspects associated with above mentioned chal-

lenges. On one hand, how the scaling of technology affects traditional design ap-

proaches. On the other hand, we argue that it may be beneficial to use a new

computational paradigms and associated design principles under new scaled tech-

nology that might be suitable for future embedded systems. I discuss these two

themes in more detail next.

1.2 Scaling Limits under Traditional Design Approach

It is widely recognized that device and interconnect fabrics at the nanoscale

will be characterized by a higher density of permanent defects and increased sus-

ceptibility to transient faults. This appears to be intrinsic to nanoscale regimes

and fundamentally limits the eventual benefits of the increased device density, i.e.,

the overheads associated with achieving fault-tolerance may counter the benefits

of increased device density – density-reliability tradeoff. At the same time, as de-

vices scale down one can expect a higher proportion of area to be associated with

interconnection, i.e., area is wire dominated. In our work we theoretically explore

density-reliability tradeoffs in wire dominated integrated systems. I derive an area

scaling model based on simple assumptions capturing the salient features of hier-

archical design for high performance systems, along with first order assumptions

on reliability, wire area, and wire length across hierarchical levels. I then evaluate

overheads associated with using basic fault-tolerance techniques at different levels
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of the design hierarchy. This, albeit simplified model, allows me to tackle several

interesting theoretical questions:

• When does it make sense to use smaller less reliable devices?

• At what scale of the design hierarchy should fault tolerance be applied in high

performance integrated systems?

I then introduce a more general reliability model including devices and wire

failures, and briefly discuss regimes where it might be beneficial to jointly address

defect and fault-tolerance. My analysis reveals two critical parameters – technology

and design scaling factors – which are key to predicting the reliability requirements

for emerging technologies if traditional hierarchical design continues to be used.

1.3 Alternative Computation Model

In the second part of this thesis I explore perturbation-based computational

models as a promising choice for implementing next generation ubiquitous infor-

mation technology on unreliable nanotechnologies. I show the inherent robustness

of such computational models to high defect densities and performance uncertainty

which, when combined with low manufacturing precision requirements, makes them

particularly suitable for emerging nanoelectronics. I propose a hybrid eNano-CMOS

perturbation-based computing platform relying on a new style of configurability that

exploits the computational model’s unique form of unstructured redundancy. I con-

sider the practicality and scalability of perturbation-based computational models by

developing and assessing initial foundations for engineering such systems. Specif-

ically, new design and decomposition principles exploiting task specific contextual

and temporal scales are proposed and shown to substantially reduce complexity for

several benchmark tasks. My results provide strong evidence for the relevance and

potential of this class of computational models when targeted at emerging unreliable

nanoelectronics.
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1.4 Dissertation Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 intro-

duces an area scaling model in the wire dominated case relevant for large dense sys-

tems. It also presents an analysis of the impact of this scaling model on redundancy

that should be used to achieve reliability in such systems. Chapter 3 introduces an

alternative computational model called Perturbation Based Computing and presents

design principles for this model. Finally, Chapter 4 provides conclusions, a summary

of the dissertation contributions, and it makes suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Exploring Traditional Design Approach in the

Wire Dominated Regime

2.1 Introduction

Future integrated systems will be implemented on increasingly dense sub-

strates. These in turn are expected to be characterized by high densities of manu-

facturing defects and high rates for transient faults [1, 5, 23, 34]. In order to achieve

a desired manufacturing yield and system reliability, engineers apply defect- and

fault-tolerance techniques. These techniques in turn incur overheads associated

with additional circuitry and redundancy [39]. Such overheads take up area on the

chip and thus increase power consumption. Thus, it is possible that the defect- and

fault-tolerance overheads may grow faster than the extra area afforded by the in-

creased density of devices and wires the new technologies provide. This can happen

if the reliability of the substrate drops quickly with increasing density. As part of

this thesis I develop a theoretical model to study when this is indeed the case. As

mentioned earlier in addition to these reliability challenges, limits on the acceptable

density of power dissipation may also constraint what is achievable with these new

technologies.

Another key observation is that as technology scales down, the impact on area

and power consumption of wires grows faster than that of devices (at least for high

performance systems). This is supported empirically by Rent’s Rule [7, 8, 14, 31].

It states that the number of external wires for a circuit sub-block is proportional

to the size of this sub-block (e.g., in gates) to the power r, where r is referred

to as Rent’s exponent and is typically about 0.6-0.7 for high performance systems.
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Rent’s Rule can be viewed as arising from consistency requirements across levels of a

design hierarchy – i.e., reflects a design style based on interconnection of increasingly

complex sub-blocks. The exponent may vary from system to system (or sometimes

even within a given system at different levels of the design hierarchy) reflecting not

only design style, but also, the type of functionality being implemented. When

Rent’s exponent is greater than 0.5 for a 2D circuit, then the density of wires

increases with system size provided that gates are tightly packed. In practice, this

is reflected by an increase in the number of metallization layers used for chips over

the last decades – from 1 to 10 or more layers in today modern chips. However it is

technologically problematic to continue increasing the number of layers, so at some

point it will become impossible to pack devices tightly. At that point the chip’s area

will be wire dominated.

In such a regime (dynamic) power consumption may also be wire dominated.

Indeed, static power consumption depends mostly on device physics, while dynamic

power consumption is roughly proportional to load capacitance which is already

dominated by wires in modern technologies. For example [47] considers a 3D design

where devices were vertically stacked in 4 planes and show that the major effect

is a reduction in wire length accompanied by a dramatic reduction in power con-

sumption. To understand the fundamental characteristics of future technologies,

one must properly reflect wires’ increasingly dominant impact on area, power and

even performance.

Related work. In this thesis I combine a novel scaling model (capturing

the wire dominated regimes of interest) with traditional reliability analysis. This

might be viewed in contrast to research initiated by [42] tackling computability with

unreliable devices, but ignoring device and wiring overheads, see e.g., [4, 15, 18, 38].

By considering wire dominated regimes my work also differs from previous work

considering reliability and overhead models based solely on gate count see e.g.,

[19, 30, 36]. In contrast to previous work [7, 24], the scaling model itself focuses on

the wire dominated regime.
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Contribution. In this chapter I consider substrate technologies that are

capable of delivering a high density of devices and wires but have higher defect

densities and transient fault rates. I consider the case where such a substrate is

used to implement a ‘monolithic’ high performance system. I start by proposing

and analyzing an area scaling model for such technologies based on several natural

assumptions. The model exhibits how area grows with the complexity of the system

(number of gates) in a wire dominated regime. This is my first contribution.

Using this scaling model I consider the overheads associated with achieving

fault-tolerance by applying spatial redundancy at different levels of the system hier-

archy. This simple model enables me to address two questions, which are the second

key contribution of this chapter:

1. when do smaller, but less reliable devices make sense,

2. and at what level of the design hierarchy should fault tolerance be applied?

By combining a novel scaling model (capturing the wire dominated regime of inter-

est) with traditional reliability analysis to tackle these questions.

The final contribution includes a brief discussion of my wire scaling result

in the context of defect-tolerance and whether joint consideration of defect- and

fault-tolerance problems might be beneficial. Indeed traditionally these have been

considered separately. Defect tolerance is characterized by yield, and testing proce-

dures are very important to guarantee a very low level of defective systems is shipped

to customers. Soft fault tolerance is characterized by system reliability and intended

to guarantee a very low rate of system failure. If these are addressed simultaneously,

then soft tolerance techniques could in principle be used to design systems which

tolerate some density of defects making them undetectable during testing. However,

such defects would compromise the system’s subsequent tolerance to soft-errors, i.e.,

system failures due to soft-errors may occur more frequently than was intended by
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design. Therefore simultaneous use of defect and fault tolerance will create a com-

plex system reliability distribution instead of simple yield function, where systems

are either good or faulty. This discussion is supplemented by a consideration of the

implications of my work with respect to power-reliability tradeoffs and implications

for the development of future computation technologies based on the scaling results

derived in this thesis.

Organization. In Section 2.2 I propose and analyze an area scaling model

for considered technologies based on several natural assumptions. The model ex-

hibits how area grows with the complexity of the system (number of gates) in a wire

dominated regime. Using this scaling model I consider the overheads associated

with achieving fault-tolerance by applying spatial redundancy at different levels of

system hierarchy. Section 2.2 of this chapter focuses only on gate reliability, while

Section 2.3 motivates a general model where both gates and wires may fail. This

permits me to consider the manner in which device vs wire reliability impact the

usefulness of a given technology. In Section 2.4 I briefly discuss my wire scaling

result in the context of defect-tolerance and whether joint consideration of defect-

and fault-tolerance problems might be beneficial. Section 2.5 includes a discussion

of the implications of my work with respect to considering power-reliability trade-

offs. Section 2.6 highlights some possibilities for development of future computation

technologies based on the scaling results derived in this chapter. Finally Section 2.7

offers some closing comments and perspective for this work.

2.2 Scaling Model and Basic Reliability Analysis

This section presents a novel area scaling model, capturing the wire domi-

nated regime, which is then used to evaluate the density-reliability tradeoffs. I begin

by carefully introducing several natural assumptions for the underlying model.
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2.2.1 Wire Dominated Area Scaling

The first assumption concerns interconnection across hierarchical levels. Tra-

ditional hierarchical design approaches to building increasingly complex systems are

based on interconnecting sub-blocks. For example a pipelined CPU is realized based

on blocks such as a fetch instruction stage, decode instruction stage, execute stage,

registers file, external memory block, etc. The execute stage is itself built using dif-

ferent functional blocks (e.g., full word adders, multipliers, etc), where each block is

built out of smaller blocks (e.g., one bit adders, etc). As a result when such systems

are implemented on a substrate they lack structural regularity across hierarchical

levels. By contrast, for intrinsically regular functions (e.g., memory arrays, FPGAs)

one can adopt a more flat design style where the system is comprised of a large num-

ber of simple blocks. The implementation of such systems might eventually reflect

regularity in placement and routing. In this chapter I focus on hierarchical designs

whose eventual implementations on a substrate would exhibit ‘irregular’ routing and

placement across levels of the hierarchy.

Assumption 2.2.1. (Hierarchical consistency) Consider systems designed in a

hierarchical manner across multiple levels. Hierarchical consistency in interconnect-

ing sub-blocks at different levels means that Rent’s Rule should apply. Specifically,

Next(M) = kwM r,

where Next(M) is number of external wires for a block with M gates (or sub-blocks)

and r is Rent’s exponent (typically 0.6-0.7), kw is a proportionality constant relating

external wires to number of gates to the rth power.

Following [16] I refer to Rent’s Rule as satisfying hierarchical consistency.

Indeed, consider creating a block by composing P sub-blocks each comprised of M

gates. By Rent’s rule each sub-block has Next(M) external wires and the number of

external wires for the larger block should be Next(M)P r. Yet the larger block has a
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total of MP gates, hence the total number of external wires should also be given by

Next(MP ) = kw(MP )r = (kwM r)P r = Next(M)P r,

which exhibits the above mentioned hierarchical consistency. Note that Rent’s Rule

deals with logical wires, i.e., abstract connections among blocks [8, 31]. These log-

ical wires may be implemented using one or more physical wires. So, for example,

repeaters may be inserted in implementing a logical wire subdividing it into several

physical wires. The area cost of such a logical wire will be defined as its constituent

physical wires and devices used to realize it. This leads me to a second key assump-

tion.

Assumption 2.2.2. (Wire area) Assume a block’s area is the sum of its con-

stituent gates and wires. The area of a wire is assumed to be proportional to its

length, i.e.,

Aw(l) = kll,

where Aw(l) denotes the area of a wire of length l and kl is a proportionality constant.

Length will be measured in linear minimal gate sizes, i.e., the linear minimal

gate size lg is 1. Similarly area is measured in minimal gate areas, so that minimal

area of a gate is ag = l2g = 1. In these units the kl reflects average area per unit

length wire in units of minimal gate area. Note however that a chip may have several

metal layers that would result in a smaller coefficient kl, e.g., 10 metal layers at best

gives 10 times the area to route wires, reducing the coefficient by a factor of 10.

In general Assumption 2.2.2 is expected to be reasonable. A wire’s area

is unlikely to grow sub-linearly in its length. In some cases it may grow super-

linearly, e.g., if high performance is required, extra wide wires may be used to

reduce resistance or extra repeaters to reduce latency. One can expect such wires

to be only a small fraction which are on critical paths, and thus they would not

significantly impact the overall scaling of area.
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The third assumption reflects my focus on hierarchically designed systems,

which when mapped onto substrates exhibit irregular routing and placement.

Assumption 2.2.3. (Irregular routing) The average length of wires used to

interconnect sub-blocks having area A is proportional to their linear size, i.e.,

Lw(A) = kr

√
A,

where Lw(A) is the average length of wires interconnecting blocks having area A,

and kr is a proportionality constant reflecting the design’s characteristics.

Note that interconnecting wires at a given scale, i.e., interconnecting blocks

of a given size A, may have varying length, i.e., some may be short. Through

Assumption 2.2.3 I posit that for systems which are hierarchically designed, resulting

in irregular routing and placement, one should still expect the average length of such

interconnections to be on the order of the linear size of the blocks they interconnect.

With these three assumptions in place one can show an area scaling law in

system complexity (number of gates) capturing dominant role of wires on the area.

Theorem 2.2.4. (Wire dominated area scaling) Under Assumptions 2.1-2.3

the growth in area A with system complexity M (in gates) satisfies the following

differential equation:

dA =
A

M
dM + kl(kr

√
A)(kw(1 − r)M r−1dM). (2.1)

The solution to this equation for r 6= 0.5 is given by

A(M) = ag(
√

M + tdM r)2

= ag(M + 2tdM r+0.5 + (td)2M2r), (2.2)

where t = klkw√
ag

is referred to as the technology scaling factor while d = kr
1−r
2r−1

is a

design scaling factor.
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I sketch the proof for Theorem 2.2.4 as follows. The differential growth in

area represented by Eq. 1 has two terms on the right hand side:

dA =
A

M
dM

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Term 1

+ kl(kr

√
A)(kw(1 − r)M r−1dM)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Term 2

.

The first term can be interpreted as follows. Consider a block of area A with M gates,

then the area per gate and internal wires for such a block is A/M thus if additional

dM gates are added to create larger blocks, area should grow proportionally to A/M .

The second term represents additional area associated with wires interconnecting

blocks of size M . Consider a block of size M2 consisting of M2/M1 sub-blocks of

size M1. By Rent’s Rule the total number of external wires for all blocks of size M1

is M2

M1
Next(M1). This includes some of the internal and all of the external wires for

the block of size M2. However by Rent’s Rule the number of external wires of the

larger block is Next(M2), so the number of wires used to interconnect blocks of size

M1 within M2 is M2

M1
Next(M1) − Next(M2). By hierarchical consistency and letting

M2 = M + dM and M1 = M I obtain a differential number of interconnecting wires

for blocks of size M in the form

M + dM

M
Next(M) − Next(M + dM).

This can be evaluated using Rent’s formula. The second term also reflects my

assumptions on the length and area of such wires, i.e., Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3.

The solution Eq. 2 can be easily checked by substitution. Note that as expected

the growth in area A(M) includes a linear term in the number of gates, as well as

other terms which reflect the dominant role of wires and whose growth is faster than

linear.

Two key scaling parameters emerge. The first, called the technology scaling

factor, depends on the average number of wires per gate kw and wire length per

linear gate length kl/
√

ag. The second, referred to as the design scaling factor,

depends solely on characteristics of the design, i.e., on Rent’s exponent r and kr the
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Figure 2.1: The area A(M)/M as a function of M for various technology factors
and d = 1.

parameter capturing the length of wires interconnecting blocks of similar size. The

graph in Fig. 2.1 exhibits the growth in area per gate, i.e., A(M)/M for d = 1 for

different technology scaling parameters; t = 0.1, might be viewed as a baseline where

kw =
√

ag, i.e., wire width is the same as minimal linear gate size and kl = 0.1, e.g.,

10 or so packed metallic layers for wiring.

It is interesting to compare wire scaling model (Eq. 2.2) with real technol-

ogy trends as feature size decreases. In modern systems increased connectivity is

achieved by adding extra metal levels. Figure 2.2 depicts the number of metal levels

vs. metal 1 pitch as this pitch decreases over years. The solid line corresponds to ac-

tual data obtained from a combination of ITRS reports for years 2000–2008. Before

2009 it is historical data, after year 2009 the data corresponds to ITRS predictions.

The dashed line corresponds to my wire scaling model (Eq. 2.2) assuming that de-
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Figure 2.2: Number of metal levels vs. metal 1 wiring pitch according to ITRS
historical and prediction data compared to wire scaling model (Eq. 2.2).

vices are tightly packed with some fixed packing density. On this graph we can see

a pretty good match between actual data and the model until year 2005 reflecting

the fact that extra metal levels were capable to provide the required connectivity.

But starting year 2005 the number of metal levels begin to lag behind the number

suggested by my model and this deviation grows dramatically when compared to

the ITRS predictions. I conjecture that the deviation between my model and the

true data between 2005-2009, caused by an unwillingness to increase the number of

(costly) metal layers, resulting in a decrease in the device packing density. Recall

that my wire scaling model plotted here assumes a fixed packing density.

2.2.2 System Reliability and Fault-tolerance Overheads

To evaluate density-reliability tradeoffs, we need to characterize fault-tolerance

overheads. The simplest way to achieve this via n-way spatial redundancy, i.e., repli-

cate an unreliable sub-block n times and introduce bitwise majority voting to obtain

reliable outputs. Assume voters are reliable and have negligible area requirements

this approach achieves an exponential (in n) improvement in reliability with a lin-

ear (in n) area overhead – I shall reconsider this in the sequel. Clearly there are

many alternatives to achieve fault-tolerance. For example, temporal redundancy
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requires much less overhead, but can only be applied at a sufficiently high architec-

tural level (i.e., allowing “rollback”) with blocks having sufficiently high reliability.

My motivation here is to consider high-performance, computation and/or control

functions (e.g., those required to implement temporal redundancy) where spatial re-

dundancy is a reasonable approach to achieve a significant boost reliability. I make

the following assumption.

Assumption 2.2.5. (Reliability and hierarchy) The following assumptions

concerning the reliability of components and application of n-way redundancy on

a continuum of levels of the design hierarchy are made:

a. The probability of failure of a system is the sum of the failure probability

of its constituent blocks. Thus a block of size M0 gates has a probability of failure

p(M0) = M0pg where pg is the probability of failure of a gate. Wires and voters are

assumed to be reliable for now.

b. Spatial n-way redundancy is used to enhance a system’s reliability. For

a system of total size MS gates, I assume redundancy can be applied at any of a

continuum of hierarchical levels, indexed by the size of the blocks M0, where M0 can

range from 1 to MS gates.

Assumption 2.2.5.a can be viewed as consistency assumption where failure

probabilities are additive across constituent sub-blocks and scales. This corresponds

to focusing on a regime where the failure probabilities are fairly low, and the prob-

ability of failure of a block of size M0 gates is linear

p(M0) = 1 − (1 − pg)
M0 ≈ M0pg

if higher order terms can be ignored.

Assumption 2.2.5.b means that one may apply spatial redundancy to blocks

of any size. In practice this would not be possible, but this idealization allows one to
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roughly investigate the granularity at which spatial redundancy should be applied.

Specifically, if n-way redundancy is applied across blocks of size M0 gates the system

would have MS/M0 sets of redundant blocks. Then for n = 3, 5, 7 . . . the probability

of failure of an n-way redundant block of size M0 is given by

n∑

i= n+1

2

(
n

i

)

(1 − M0pg)
n−i(M0pg)

i ≈
(

n
n+1

2

)

(M0pg)
n+1

2 .

Finally using Assumption 2.2.5.a the probability of failure for the overall system PS

composed of MS

M0
such blocks is PS = MS

M0
×

(
n

n+1

2

)
(M0pg)

n+1

2 .

Ignoring voters and associated circuitry, and irrespective of the block granu-

larity M0 at which n-way spatial redundancy is applied the overall number of gates

in the system increases by a factor of n. However if replication occurs at lower levels

of the hierarchy, longer wires will be required at higher levels of the design hierarchy.

Indeed these wires not only get replicated n times, but also become longer taking

even more area. So the total area overhead of realizing n-way spatial redundancy

will be higher if it is realized at a lower level of the design hierarchy.

To properly capture the overheads when n-way spatial redundancy is applied

starting at a hierarchical level M0 I modify Eq. 1 to reflect the redundancy overheads.

For M ≤ M0 it remains the same which by Eq. 2 gives an area A(M0) for a block

of size M0. For M > M0 this is modified as follows. The initial condition becomes

M = M0. The initial area with n-way redundancy at scale M0 is nA(M0). The

differential growth in area for the system with n-way redundancy and M > M0 is

now given by

dA =
A

M
dM + nkl(kr

√
A)(kw(1 − r)M r−1dM. (2.3)

This can be viewed as multiplying the design scaling factor by n to capture the

additional overhead associated with redundant wires. One can thus solve for the

area and reliability of the system when n-way redundancy is applied at scale M0 of

the design hierarchy, giving the following result.
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Proposition 2.2.6. (Area-reliability tradeoff) Under Assumptions 2.1-2.3 and

2.5 the total system area AS and system reliability PS for a system with complexity

MS when n-way redundancy is applied at scale M0 of the design hierarchy are given

by:

AS(M0) = nag

(
√

M0 + tdM r
0 )2

(
√

M0 + ntdM r
0 )2

(
√

MS + ntdM r
S)2

PS(M0) =
MS

M0

×
(

n
n+1

2

)

(M0pg)
n+1

2 .

These relationships allow one study the tradeoff between area AS and relia-

bility PS as one varies M0. Note however that M0 cannot take arbitrary values – it

should lie in the range from 1 to MS and further for the region near 1 should not be

considered as it corresponds to applying redundancy at the level of a single gate.

The graph in Fig. 2.3 shows both the area per gate and the overall system

reliability when 3-way redundancy is applied to blocks M0 ranging from a single

gate to the overall system size MS = 1012 for a fixed probability of gate failure

pg = 10−14. As can be seen, if redundancy is applied at a higher level M0 one sees

a lower area overhead but also a lower reliability. Thus there is a highest scale M0

at which one can apply redundancy to achieve a given overall system probability of

failure PS. This is exhibited graphically on the plot.

Using this model I can consider if it is worth moving to smaller less reliable

gates. Consider a system of fixed complexity (number of gates without redundancy)

MS = 1012 to be implemented on a fixed absolute area, with the fixed acceptable

overall probability of failure PS = 10−16. Given we are using n-way redundancy, we

can ask what is the maximum acceptable probability of gate failure pg such that

the overheads associated with reaching the desired PS fit in the absolute area of

interest. As we reduce gate size (area) ag, i.e., increase the density of a technology,

we expect to be able to afford higher overheads for fault-tolerance, allowing higher

probabilities of gate failure. The plot in the Fig. 2.4 exhibits curves for the max-

imum tolerable probability of failure for different gate sizes and different degrees
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Figure 2.3: System overhead in area/gate and reliability as the hierarchical level at
which redundancy is applied varies.

of n-way redundancy. The horizontal axis on this graph corresponds to the size of

gates measured with respect to size of bigger gates of area ag0 that would give the

same total system area if no redundancy were applied. Such big gates should have

probability of failure pg at most PS/MS = 10−28 to meet a target system reliabil-

ity PS. Note that the exhibited curves have a finite domain representing what is

possible when M0 ranges from 1 to MS.

These curves reflect limits on the reliability of gates, i.e., where the redun-

dancy overheads to achieve the overall system reliability consumes all extra area

afforded by reduced gate size. All points below (better system reliability) and left

(less area) from any point of these curves are acceptable. Points which are to

the right or above all these curves are unacceptable, because a system built using
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Figure 2.4: Minimum affordable gate reliability for reduced device size.

smaller less reliable gates will occupy more area than non-redundant system built

using larger more reliable gates. The plot in Fig. 2.5 shows the acceptable region

across various levels of spatial redundancy.

2.3 Generalized Scaling Model

The results obtained in the previous section were predicated on both voters

and wires being perfectly reliable. Let me reconsider these in turn. First I assumed

voters can be considered to be perfectly reliable at no cost. This is reasonable if

redundancy is not applied at a very low level in the hierarchy. In this case each

block’s cost will be orders of magnitude higher than the cost of voters. Indeed, the

complexity of single bit voter is very small. Also the number of voters is proportional

to the number of external wires which by Rent’s Rule scales as M r (r ≈ 0.6 − 0.7)
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Figure 2.5: Minimum affordable gate reliability for reduced device size (outline).

which is small relative to M . Thus one could in principle use ‘big’ or more reliable

devices to implement voters at a negligible area cost. The second assumption that

wires are reliable is harder to justify. On one hand it is likely that ionizing particles,

as a source of soft faults, are more likely to impact active device areas than signals

across wires. However it is not clear whether wires in emerging technologies might

not also be vulnerable to ionizing particles. If this were the case, then a reasonable

model would be a probability of wire failure which is proportional to its length

(or equivalently its area). On the other hand it is widely recognized that other

internal sources of transient errors are of critical concern. For example coupling

among wires is data dependent and might be modeled as a probability of failure

which is proportional to wire length. Also, delay variability, in some cases may be
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data dependent 1 and might again be modeled as a random event. Though in this

case, it is not clear that the probability of failure is proportional to wire length, it is

true that a longer wire would have a higher probability of failure. To better capture

concerns with the reliability of wires and investigate their importance relative to

gate reliability I revise Assumption 2.2.5 as follows.

Assumption 2.3.1. (Generalized reliability and hierarchy) The following

assumptions concerning the reliability of wires and components and application of

n-way redundancy on a continuum of levels of the design hierarchy are in effect:

a. The probability of failure of a system is the sum of the failure probability

of its constituent blocks. A block of size M0 gates and total wire length L0 has a

probability of failure p(M0) = M0pg +L0pw where pg is the probability of failure of a

gate and pw is the probability of failure of a wire per unit length. Voters are assumed

to be reliable.

b. Spatial n-way redundancy is used to enhance a system’s reliability. For

a system of total size MS gates, I assume redundancy can be applied at any of a

continuum of hierarchical levels, indexed by the size of the blocks M0 where M0 can

range from 1 to MS gates.

c. When redundancy is applied at level M0 I assume that ‘long’ wires, i.e.,

interconnecting blocks of size M0 or above are made reliable but have greater area

per unit length by factor ko.

The key idea underlying this assumption is as follows. When spatial redun-

dancy is applied at a certain scale, i.e., blocks of size M0, ‘short’ wires i.e., those

within the block are assumed to have a probability of failure which is linear in their

length, and contribute to the block’s failure. However ‘long’ wires that interconnect

1For example the critical path in an adder becomes important only for rare inputs resulting in
carries having to be propagated across the entire word.
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blocks of size M0 and above, end up being too long and unreliable, i.e., reliability

becomes wire dominated. Thus it makes sense to make long wires reliable. This

can be achieved by dividing a wire into shorter sections and applying redundancy to

these sections, making ‘long’ wires wider and/or introducing a wider spacing among

wires to reduce coupling. In either case making long wires reliable comes at some

additional area overhead which in my assumption is modeled by the factor ko. Rel-

ative to the model in the previous section this increases the design scaling factor d

by a factor ko in Eq 2.2. For example in the results below I let k0 = 3 corresponding

to the use of 3-way redundancy in sections associated with ‘long’ wires.

Assumption 2.3.1.b is similar to Assumption 2.2.5.b in that one may apply

spatial redundancy to blocks of any size. Specifically, if n-way redundancy is applied

across blocks of size M0 gates the system would have MS/M0 such blocks. Then for

n = 3, 5, 7 . . . the probability of failure of an n-way redundant block of size M0 is

approximated by (
n

n+1

2

)

(M0pg + L0pw)
n+1

2 .

Then using Assumption 2.3.1.a and taking into account that ‘long’ wires according

to the Assumption 2.3.1.c are sufficiently reliable, the probability of failure for the

overall system PS composed of MS

M0
such blocks is PS = MS

M0
×

(
n

n+1

2

)
(M0pg +L0pw)

n+1

2 .

Ignoring voters and associated circuitry, and irrespective of the block granu-

larity M0 at which n-way spatial redundancy is applied the overall number of gates

in the system increases by a factor of n similar to the basic case considered earlier.

However if replication occurs at lower levels of the hierarchy, longer wires will be

required at higher levels of the design hierarchy. Moreover in contrast to the case

considered previously ‘long’ wires occupy more area because of wire redundancy

used to make them reliable. So the total area overhead of realizing n-way spatial

redundancy will grow faster as it is realized at a lower level of the design hierarchy.

To properly capture the overheads when n-way spatial redundancy is applied

starting at a hierarchical level M0 I modify Eq. 1 to reflect them. For M ≤ M0 it
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remains the same which by Eq. 2 gives an area A(M0) for a block of size M0. For

M > M0 this is modified as follows. The initial condition becomes M = M0. The

initial area with n-way redundancy at scale M0 is nA(M0). The differential growth

in area for a system with n-way redundancy and M > M0 is now given by

dA =
A

M
dM + k0nkl(kr

√
A)(kw(1 − r)M r−1dM. (2.4)

This can be viewed as multiplying the design scaling factor by (k0n) to capture the

additional overhead associated with redundant wires. Together these considerations

allow me to evaluate area-reliability tradeoffs when both gates and wires may fail –

the result is summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.3.2. (General area-reliability tradeoff) Under Assumptions

2.1-2.3 and 3.15 the total system area AS and system reliability PS for a system

with complexity MS when n-way redundancy is applied at scale M0 of the design

hierarchy are given by:

AS(M0) = nag

(
√

M0 + tdM r
0 )2

(
√

M0 + k0ntdM r
0 )2

(
√

MS + k0ntdM r
S)2

PS(M0) =
MS

M0

×
(

n
n+1

2

)

(M0pg + L0pw)
n+1

2 .

As in the basic case considered earlier, one can eliminate M0 to evaluate

the tradeoff between system area AS and system reliability PS in certain range

corresponding to M0 in range from 1 up to MS.

The graph in Fig. 2.6 exhibits the area/gate overhead and system reliability

under this more general model where redundancy is applied at different hierarchical

levels M0 and I have fixed pg = 10−14 and pw = 0.03pg.. For contrast, basic model

(previously shown in Fig. 2.3) is also included in the graph showing the dramatic

impact that unreliable wires have on overheads and system reliability. The graph

in Fig. 2.7 exhibits the new maximum possible probability of failure per gate that

can be afforded as minimal device size gets smaller with respect to minimal size

of reliable a device. The graph in Fig. 2.8 shows only the bounding curves, but
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Figure 2.6: System overhead in area/gate and reliability as the hierarchical level
which redundancy is applied varies.

it does this for several ratios pw/pg. These are akin to the results Fig. 2.5 for the

basic model. Finally the graph in Fig. 2.9 shows maximum affordable probability

of failure for gates (pg) and wires (pw) for various device scales. As can be seen in

the figure the knee of the curves moves to the right as we increase density (the total

range of the ratio pw/pg is fixed to 10−6−102). This means that for higher densities

the reliability of wires becomes more important than that of gates. This could

be expected as at higher densities the system is increasingly in a wire dominated

regime, so wire reliability is increasingly a concern.
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Figure 2.7: Minimum affordable reliability for reduced device size.

2.4 Defect vs Fault Tolerance

In this section I briefly discuss two points. The first is that the above wire

scaling results could also be applied to also understand the overheads associated with

achieving defect tolerance through brute force spatial redundancy, and the second,

that in some (narrow) cases it may be interesting to consider jointly addressing

defect- and fault-tolerance.

In many practical cases defect tolerance can be achieved with low overheads.

The basic idea is to build the system hierarchically based on a pool of interchange-

able, possibly configurable, units. When this is possible, then it suffices to test the

units to determine which are defective units, and implement the desired function

using the pool of operational units. For such an approach to be practical it is critical

that redundancy, testing and configuration be carried out at a reasonable level of
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Figure 2.8: Minimum affordable reliability for reduced device size (outline).

the hierarchy. Indeed, on one hand, if this is done at a very fine grain, e.g., at the

gate level, the overheads associated with mapping defects and configuration around

such defects can be very high. On the other hand, applying redundancy at the chip

level may be excessively costly, particularly if the defect density is such that the

likelihood of a chip without any inherent defect tolerance mechanisms is unlikely to

work. Thus, in practice, it is desirable to consider doing this at an intermediate level

of the hierarchy where the required redundancy is fairly low, and the testing and

configuration overheads are reasonable, and likelihood of failure of a unit is fairly

small and only a few redundant units are needed – see e.g., [21].

The above discussion makes sense when one considers regular systems, or

designs which naturally allow interchangeability of spare units. However in general

irregular high performance functions may not be decomposable based on low over-

head interchangeable spare units. Indeed one can envisage to use a regular pool of
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0.5.

complex units, e.g., FPGAs, to implement very diverse functionality, but this would

result in significant overheads. In this case the situation in terms of area overheads

becomes similar to my fault tolerance model, except that redundancy orders of 2

are viable, while for fault tolerance a minimum of at least 3 and only odd numbers

are considered. Also, in contrast to the case of fault tolerance where very high reli-

ability, e.g., 1− 10−16 is required, the target system yield, i.e., probability a system

is defective, can be much lower, e.g., 99%, with some chips being discarded. Below I

shall further consider this difficult case of an irregular system where defect tolerance

is to be achieved through spatial redundancy.

Defect and fault tolerance techniques have a non-trivial interaction with each

other when simultaneously applied. For example, if one were to apply redundancy

to achieve defect-tolerance at higher level of design hierarchy than that for fault
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tolerance, then the latter may mask some defects preventing testing from identifying

defective blocks. In other words blocks used to achieve defect-tolerance may not fail

permanently, i.e, unbeknownst to the tester they may be more susceptible to soft

faults, because there degree of redundancy will be reduced by permanent defects.

One would thus expect it to achieve defect tolerance below fault tolerance in the

design hierarchy. But what if such masking were used to the designers advantage.

Specifically when the fault rate is high and defect density low, could redundancy

associated with fault tolerance also used efficiently to achieve defect tolerance. For

example if a large number of redundant blocks were required to achieve the required

fault tolerance. Then defects in a small number of these blocks, would still allow

the system to be operational but with a slightly reduced fault tolerance which may

be acceptable. Such an approach might enhance yield, while eliminating the need

for sophisticated testing required for defect tolerance with reduced reliability and

possibly reduced overall overheads with considering fault and defect tolerance as

discrete problems.

2.5 Implications on Power Consumption

Static power consumption is primarily dependent on the operating regime

of the devices and therefore is independent on wire scaling. In contrast dynamic

power consumption is tightly related to wire scaling. It is well known that dynamic

power dissipation is proportional to load capacitance (as well as switching frequency

and square of switching voltage). Load capacitance consists of two components: the

wire and the device. In the case of large devices the second component used to

be dominant. However as devices scale down their capacitance decreases rapidly.

Therefore in prospective technologies considered in this thesis load capacitance is

likely dominated by capacitance of wires. In turn the capacitance of a single wire is

proportional to its area. So, the total dynamic power consumption is proportional

to total area of the wires in the system. One can see from Fig. 2.4 that the area/gate

ratio is typically much greater than 1 in wires dominated case. Therefore the total
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area is almost equal to total area of wires and can be used as a proxy for dynamic

power consumption.

2.6 Implications for Future Technology

Traditionally prospective technologies have been associated with diminishing

device size. Indeed, in the recent past, this has been a good place to invest since

smaller devices provided faster and more power efficient operation per device in addi-

tion to denser integration. However this approach is reaching a point of diminishing

returns. Not only are fundamental limits of atomic size not far away, but the high

complexity and cost of lithography with decreased feature size makes this impracti-

cal. Moreover the benefits of smaller devices in terms of speed and power efficiency

are lower as the role of wires becomes dominant. Additionally, as mentioned earlier

a higher rate of faults and density of defects is expected for small devices. As I have

discussed in this chapter addressing these problems would require the use of extra

resources like area or power budget that can potentially render useless benefits of

smaller devices size.

An alternative approach could be to increase computational power by using

a large number of bigger, more reliable devices. For example, large numbers of

devices appear to be the only way to implement large memory capacity. In contrast

to memory, computational elements can be shared in time if they operate at high

speed. However high speed operation is costly in terms of power. So it may be

desirable to run more computational elements at slower speeds. One can expect

a quadratic reduction in the energy per computation with a linear slowdown of

computation (e.g. with reduction of voltage or by using an adiabatic switching

mode if the voltage cannot be reduced). So, given a fixed power constraint, one

could, for example, increase computation capacity by a factor of 10 by using a

quadratic number, i.e., 100, low power devices operating 10 times slower.

Using current technology such large numbers of devices would necessitate
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many chips, which is costly and requires large system. So three dimensional (3D)

packing of devices would be desirable. Unfortunately current manufacturing technol-

ogy based on photo lithography is intrinsically two dimensional. Real 3D technology

would require new manufacturing principles (e.g. self-assembly). A more realistic

approach might be to use 2D technology to achieve 3D packing of devices, e.g., one

could print circuits on a thin film that can be wound around for compact filling of

3D volume. Thus a 2D system with a large area could still be placed in a compact

format. This approach would allow one to pack a large number of devices in a 3D

volume as might be required for a large memory and/or computational capacity

under power constraint, but one where connectivity is still 2D. (One could imagine

interlayer wired or wireless communication, but such possibility is limited due to

precise alignment problem.)

The scaling laws developed in this work are relevant in thinking about such

systems. They will very likely be wire dominated due to necessity of long range

communication. Circuit printing on a thin film will be technologically challenging

task and feature size will likely be not as small as on a chip surface. However in

light of the results in this thesis I can argue that, for the scenario discussed above,

it may be more important to achieve small feature size for wires than for devices.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter I developed a new model for area scaling in wire dominated

systems to study density-reliability tradeoffs for future technologies. The motivation

was to evaluate when smaller less reliable devices make sense and at what hierarchi-

cal levels (granularity) one should incorporate spatial redundancy. To my knowledge

this is the first attempt to evaluate such tradeoffs. Perhaps the most interesting re-

sult emerging from this work is a study of the tension between the reliability of

devices vs wires vs density. My results indicate that wire reliability becomes more

critical as the technology density increases. Although area can be used as a crude
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proxy for power, it would be interesting to further enhance the model to capture

power density issues.
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Chapter 3

Perturbation Based Computing as a Possible

Alternative Computational Model

3.1 Introduction

Advances in the synthesis and self-assembly of nanoelectronic devices suggest

that the ability to manufacture dense nanofabrics is on the near horizon [11, 12, 17,

22, 25, 26, 48]. Yet, effective ways of utilizing emerging nanoelectronic technologies

still elude us. The tremendous increase in device densities afforded by nanotech-

nologies is expected to be accompanied by substantial increases in defect densities,

performance variability, and susceptibility to single event upsets caused by cosmic

radiation (energetic neutrons) and alpha particles [5, 11, 22]. System-level design

adhering to current computational models may thus soon reach fundamental scal-

ing limits, where the increased densities are countered by overheads associated with

achieving defect- and fault-tolerant designs that are robust to performance variabil-

ity [1, 5, 23, 34]. Thus, it is critical to consider and explore alternative computational

models that can operate under such difficult conditions.

Additionally, the nature of next generation ubiquitous information technol-

ogy (IT) – including many challenging real-time streaming media applications, such

as voice and image recognition, as well as a myriad of automation/control and

robotics applications – also call for rethinking current computational models and

associated design paradigms. Specifically, in order to enable the massive embedded

systems’ deployment required by next generation ubiquitous IT, it is imperative

to rely on low design cost/complexity platforms that can be easily configured to

implement the many tasks at hand, with acceptable performance. Unfortunately,
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the cost and complexity of system-level design adhering to current computational

models continues to increase dramatically, conflicting with these requirements.

Contributions. In this chapter, I investigate a promising new class of non-

Turing computational models, called perturbation-based (also known as Reservoir

Computing), and show its potential to synergistically address the two sides of the

complex system design equation: technology and applications. My argument on

the suitability of this computational model for next generation IT systems targeted

at nanotechnologies is based on five main points – the first three relate to technol-

ogy issues while the remaining address system-level design and application issues.

Specifically, as will be seen, the suitability of perturbation-based computing for

emerging nanoelectronics (‘eNano’) technologies is predicated on:

1. its reliance on a computational core that can, to a large extent, be ‘randomly

assembled’, thus relaxing strict manufacturing precision and stability require-

ments;

2. its inherent tolerance to manufacturing defects or hard faults – these become

simply part of the (desirable) randomness in the structure of the computational

core; and

3. its natural robustness to structural noise caused by performance variabil-

ity/fluctuations, which, as will be seen, can be effectively ‘filtered out’ during

the task-dependent machine configuration phase. These three points make

perturbation-based computing very promising for technologies exhibiting the

high defect densities and substantial performance and structural uncertainty

projected for emerging nanoelectronics. At the same time, characteristics of

perturbation-based computing that make it promising to address the chal-

lenges and needs of next generation IT systems, include:

4. its suitability for implementing the many soft real-time stream processing and

reactive control tasks that will comprise such systems; and
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5. the limited design effort required, in that, as I will show, this computational

model can be realized/implemented on configurable platforms, usable for many

different tasks.

To establish the promise and potential of perturbation-based computing, I

propose a novel hybrid eNano-CMOS platform for realizing such machines – as will

be seen, the platform relies on a new style of configuration that, I believe, can

directly leverage the strengths and circumvent the limitations of technologies char-

acterized by high density but also high structural and performance uncertainty. I

further identify and demonstrate a new set of fundamental design principles and

decomposition strategies which are effective for perturbation-based computing plat-

forms, and propose a multi-core machine architecture which exposes these principles.

The importance and impact of this second set of contributions lies in establishing

that this new class of computational models will scale and is amenable to systematic

design, two key practicality concerns. These points are empirically demonstrated

for a representative set of soft real-time processing tasks from a variety of domains.

To perform these experiments, I substantially enhanced a publically available

simulation tool [33], so that it could support the large variety of machine configu-

rations relevant to my study, including:

1. distinct computational core realizations (e.g., using different processing nodes

and/or connectivity constraints);

2. operation in discrete and continuous time; and

3. multi core machine organizations, exposing multiple/differentiated core dy-

namics – see Sections 3.2 and 3.4 for details.

Note that the class of computational models investigated in this chapter was

recently discovered, independently, by two research groups [27, 33] and later a similar

approach was proposed by yet another group [40]. Yet, their work was driven by
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research pursuits and objectives quite different from those in this thesis. Section 3.5

gives details on such prior work and establishes the uniqueness and novelty of my

thesis’s contributions.

Organization. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 3.2 provides background on perturbation-based computational models. Section

3.3 introduces my proposed hybrid eNano-CMOS configurable platform and makes

the case for its use for next generation IT. Section 3.4 presents a novel set of design

and decomposition principles for perturbation-based computing, a machine archi-

tecture exposing such principles, and demonstrates their effectiveness using concrete

experimental data. Section 3.5 contrasts the work presented in this thesis to relevant

previous contributions, and Section 3.6 concludes with a discussion on future work

and challenges.

3.2 Background: The Principles of Perturbation-Based Com-

puting

Key idea. Perturbation-based computational models are ideal for imple-

menting complex non-linear filters (operators) associated with real-time information

processing. The key idea is to perform a non-linear projection of the input stream

into a high dimensional space using a complex dynamical system. If the pool of

dynamics capturing information about current and past stimuli is sufficiently rich,

any desired non-linear filtering task’s output(s) can be derived, or ‘composed’ from

it. Below I develop this basic idea in a more rigorous manner.

Mathematical foundations. The fundamentals of perturbation-based

computational models can be traced back to a result of Boyd and Chua on approxi-

mating time invariant nonlinear operators that have fading memory[6]. Namely, they

showed that such operators on bounded Lipschitz continuous (i.e., slew limited) in-

puts can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a finite Volterra series operator. As
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informally stated by Volterra, see [6], the fading memory1 requirement means that

“the influence of the input a long time before the given moment gradually fades

out.”

Mass [33], one of the original proponents of this computational model, essen-

tially re-states the above result for multidimensional inputs, as follows: a continuous,

multidimensional time invariant operator F : R
R

n → R
R

k

with fading memory can

be approximated arbitrarily closely by an operator F m : R
R

n → R
R

k

consisting of

two elements [33]. The first is a finite set of basis operators Dm =< O1, · · · , OM >

where Oi : R
R

n → R
R are selected from any family O of operators with fading

memory satisfying the pointwise separation property. This requires that O have suf-

ficient ‘discriminating power’ – specifically, given any two distinct inputs u, v, there

exists an operator O ∈ G such that Ou 6= Ov. There are many families of oper-

ators satisfying this property, including: the class of all delay operators Uτ where

Uτu(t) = u(t−τ); the class of all linear operators with exponential impulse responses

h(t) = e−at, with a > 0; and the class of non-linear operators defined by standard

models for dynamic synapses [33]. Given an input u ∈ R
R

n

, I let xm(t) ∈ R
m denote

the vector output of these operators at time t, i.e.,

xm(t) = (Dmu)(t) =< (O1u)(t), ..., (Omu)(t) > .

The second element is a memoryless polynomial readout function fm, or approx-

imation thereof. The output at time t is denoted by y(t) ∈ R
R

n

and given by a

composition of the set of operators and the memoryless function :

y(t) = fm(xm(t)) = fm((Dmu)(t)).

Additionally, one can show that the discrete time counterpart of this problem is

1Formally, an operator with fading memory satisfies a slight strengthening of the natural con-
tinuity condition. Specifically, an operator is said to be continuous if input signals that are close
(i.e., have a small peak deviation over all past time) have present outputs which are also close.
However, in the case of an operator with fading memory, it suffices for the inputs to only be close
in the recent past for the outputs to be close [6].
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Figure 3.1: A Perturbation-based machine.

fairly simple, in that the approximation can be realized by a simple nonlinear moving

average operator [6].

Perturbation-based machines. Fig. 3.1 symbolically depicts a perturbation-

based machine M . As can be seen, it maps an input function u(·) to an output

function y(·), relying on two key components: a high dimensional dynamical sys-

tem, implementing the machine’s computational core DM , and an output stage fM .

The key premise underlying perturbation-based computing is that, by using com-

putational cores realized by sufficiently complex, even random, dynamical systems,

one can essentially project inputs over a sufficiently large family of basis operators

for any given set applications and desired approximation level [33]. A machine’s DM

is thus a dynamical system realizing a very large pool of candidate operators, while

the abovementioned Dm denotes a specific set of basis operators required for a given

approximation. As such, the same computational core DM can be used in realizing

various tasks. The output stage is the task dependent part of this machine, playing

the role of both selecting and composing the ‘relevant’ basis operators through a

memoryless function.
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As shown in Fig. 3.1, the computational core DM generates an internal state

xM(t), corresponding to a causal response to the input u. This is a non-linear

projection of the input stream on a high dimensional space, generated by exciting

the dynamical system associated with DM . Note that no stable internal states are

required in the computational core, it suffices to generate a sufficiently rich pool of

transient dynamics. As such, one can say this computational model is non-Turing

– a key departure from conventional computational models. The output stage fM

maps the internal transient state to a specific output.

Performance limits and approximation. Based on Boyd and Chua’s

fundamental result, Mass established that perturbation-based machines have uni-

versal computing power – that is, machines operating ‘natively’ under this computa-

tional model can approximate arbitrarily closely any time invariant fading memory

operator [33]. Still, although Boyd’s result tells us that the number of basis opera-

tors required by any such approximation is finite, it says nothing about how many

such operators may be required in each case. If very high precision is required, the

number of operators may be relatively high for certain tasks. It is however important

to note that such cost/accuracy tradeoffs may be of interest in certain applications.

Indeed the proposed computational model is inherently based on realizing approxi-

mations, so, with the exception of very simple functions/operators, it is not expected

that to operate without error. Thus I target applications where this is unacceptable,

and in fact presents an opportunity to tradeoff error rate against other costs, e.g.,

manufacturing cost, power consumption etc. An example of such a task would be

real-time searches for block matching across video frames, a task which is essential

in video compression. When the best match is missed, the algorithm does not fail,

instead a temporarily lower compression rate results. Another class of applications

involves systems with feedback, where occasional errors can be subsequently com-

pensated via feedback resulting in an overall negligible effect. Real-time multimedia

processing and control applications will be a pervasive and important subset of the

emerging classes embedded information processing infrastructure.
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Figure 3.2: Computational core and output stage of a small discrete-time
perturbation-based machine.

Modeling perturbation-based machines. In practice, the dynamical

system comprising the machine’s computational core, DM , can, for example, be

realized by a complex (randomly generated) recurrent network of non-linear operator

nodes [27, 33]. In fact, given the rich pool of dynamics generated by such networks,

the machine’s task dependent output function can, in general, be quite simple, e.g.,

linear. Accordingly, for all experiments reported in this chapter, only linear readout

maps were considered. As such, I have used standard linear techniques to determine

appropriate output functions: linear regression for tasks with real-valued outputs,

and linear classification for discrete outputs [28].

Relying on the formal definition and broad principles given above, one can

still build many variants of a perturbation-based machine, e.g., operating in discrete

or continuous time, relying on different types of non-linear nodes, etc. For illustrative

purposes, Fig. 3.2 shows an instance of a perturbation-based machine operating in

discrete time, where each of the core’s nodes apply a sigmoid function (scaled to
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Figure 3.3: Average task error rates for a pool of machines with randomly generated
computational cores, operating under ECHO-like and LSM models.

the range [−1, 1]) to a weighted sum of their inputs. Due to space limitations, I

depict a very simple computational core comprised of a recurrent network with only

4 nodes. (For the actual experiments reported later in the chapter, much larger

sparse incidence matrices defining the connections and weights of the corresponding

recurrent networks were randomly generated.)2 As shown in Fig. 3.2, the next

state of the computational core (i.e., of each of its nodes xM
i (n)) is computed based

on the core’s previous state and the current inputs. In turn, the task dependent

linear readout function at the machine’s output stage is defined by assigning a

corresponding weight (in the picture, denoted ki for node ni) to each of the core

nodes.

Representative perturbation-based machine. Most experimental re-

sults presented in this chapter were generated by simulating machines operating

under the discrete time model illustrated in Fig. 3.2. This model is very similar

to the ECHO model proposed in [27], except that in my case: (1) node-to-node

connections within the computational core where generated introducing a strong

bias towards local connections, so as to reflect practicality concerns3; and (2) there

2Note that in order to avoid chaotic behavior, such randomly generated sparse matrices were
then scaled, so that the absolute magnitude of the maximum eigenvalue is 0.95, see details in [28].

3Concretely, when generating a machine core, we embed its corresponding nodes on the integer
points of a 2D or 3D grid. Then, as done in [33], relying on the resulting Euclidian distances
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is no feedback loop projecting the output back to the computational core, as in

the standard ECHO model. This machine is somewhat abstract, since the sigmoid

non-linearities would be complex to implement in practice. I also experimented

with another radically different network and node model, based on leaky-integrate-

and-fire nodes operating in continuous time, as in [33] – I refer to this as the LSM

model. The performance results in Fig. 3.3 exhibit the error rates for the LSM and

ECHO-like models, across several tasks. (The set of benchmark tasks and experi-

mental methodology are detailed in the Appendix.) As can be seen, I systematically

obtained equivalently good results, supporting my claim that the specifics of the in-

ternal network dynamics are not of great importance, as long as they are sufficiently

rich. Since simulation of discrete machines with sigmoid nodes is much faster, sub-

sequent results in this chapter will be based on my ECHO-like model [27], which I

deem to be broadly representative.

3.3 A Hybrid eNano-CMOS Configurable Platform for Per-

turbation Based Computing

Proposed configuration paradigm. Perturbation-based computational

models enable a new configuration paradigm that is uniquely suited for technolo-

gies characterized by high densities and high manufacturing and performance uncer-

tainty. As mentioned earlier, my intent is not to design dynamical systems to realize

specific base operators for a given task. Instead, I propose to embrace the inher-

ent uncertainty intrinsic to nanoscale technologies, and generate a random pool of

candidate basis operators which is sufficiently rich to approximate the task at hand.

The proposed configuration paradigm is thus as follows: design machines with dy-

namical systems which provide a large pool of possible basis operators, and then

select/discover the subset needed to approximate the task of interest. Extensive

empirical data generated by Mass, Jaeger, and others, including ourselves, shows

between core nodes, I randomly choose connections between them, using a probability low favoring
shorter/local connections.
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Figure 3.4: Hybrid eNano-CMOS configurable platform for perturbation-based com-
puting.

that randomly generated complex recurrent networks provide sufficiently rich pools

of base operators – see experimental results below. Note that in the aforementioned

experiments, connections and weights amongst nodes in recurrent networks were

randomly generated, yet the effect of structural uncertainty can be further incorpo-

rated into heterogeneity in the non-linearities associated with nodes themselves.

From function to functional approximations. Typical approaches to

function/classifier approximation are based on selecting a good approximation from

a parameterized set of functions. In general selecting the best approximation may

involve solving an optimization that is not necessarily convex, i.e., may have local

minima. A typical example is multi-level perceptron. When gradient descent is

used to train it, one can end up in some local minimum. A special case is that

where approximations are based on weighted combinations of a set of finite set of

possibly nonlinear basis functions. With typical approximation costs, and a linear

dependence the weights a unique solution can be determined via gradient descent

with a hardware friendly implementation. In principle one could consider taking

linear combinations of random basis functions. In this case one can still argue

training would converge to a global minimum. Though we can not expect very high

approximation accuracy if complex functions are being approximated, or the sample

space of basis functions is not sufficiently rich. The usefulness of this approach

lies elsewhere; in its simplicity, generality, and the potential to make it hardware
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friendly. When faced with the task of approximating or learning dynamics, i.e.,

functionals or operators, one can use a similar approach. The random basis functions

are now replaced by random basis operators that are used to approximate desired

operator using linear combinations. One can not expect very high approximation

accuracy of complex operators at small cost. Yet the basic approach can be used

as general building block to implement such operators using higher level techniques

(e.g. using hierarchical task structure or some other structure). The realization of

such functional approximations based on randomly assembled networks, i.e., sets of

basis functions, is the key idea in this thesis.

Hybrid platform. Given the previous configuration paradigm, I propose

the use of a hybrid eNano-CMOS platform for perturbation-based machines, where

the machine’s computational core is implemented on an emerging nanoelectronic

fabric while CMOS is used to implement the simple (e.g., linear) read out function

at the output stage and support the machine configuration/training process. Fig. 3.4

shows an abstract view of such a platform, with the key basis operators in the pool

highlighted in bold. Clearly, this platform can directly leverage the formidable

densities achieved by nanotechnologies to create computational cores of essentially

arbitrary size. Furthermore, since the recurrent networks used to implement such

dynamic systems would in principle be ‘randomly’ assembled, the need to design

and precisely manufacture structured circuits is to a large extent circumvented.

Fig. 3.5 empirically supports this argument. It shows that, given a benchmark task,

machines with randomly generated computational cores of a similar (sufficiently

large4) size exhibit negligible variation in their ability to perform the task, i.e.,

have essentially the same computational power – assessed based on task error rates.

Details on the experiment’s eight benchmark tasks and experimental methodology

are given in the Appendix.

The proposed approach requires one to perform a training step for each chip.

4See the Appendix for a discussion on the core sizes selected for this experiment.
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Figure 3.5: Average and standard deviation of task error rates obtained for a pool
of machines with randomly generated computational cores of a target size.

This is indeed a costly requirement. Yet these overheads might be ‘similar’ to those

associated with typical defect tolerance approaches. Indeed the typical requirements

in the latter are to detect, i.e., map out, defects for each chip and then resynthesize

the function to avoid defects. Defect mapping is typically done using test patterns

that are either obtained/generated off chip or stored on chip. Resynthesis involves

reprogramming the function around the defects on the chip. In my case rather than

defect mapping and resynthesis steps we require a training step. Such training will

involve access to input-output pairs that can also be provided either off-chip or on-

chip. A comparison of the cost of mapping an resynthesis vs training is at this point

premature.

Robustness to structural uncertainty: defects and performance

variability. Another important advantage of this computational model is that de-

fective nodes in the computational core are naturally circumvented when the relevant

basis operators are selected during the configuration process. Accordingly, the high

density of hard defects projected for nanotechnologies would simply become an in-

tegral part of the structural heterogeneity of the recurrent network(s) implementing

the cores, posing no harm to the eventual performance of the machine.

As will be shown, dynamic performance variability, which is intrinsic to

nanoscale regimes, is also naturally tolerated by perturbation-based machines. Such
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variability is likely to be observed in the operation of, both, nodes and intercon-

nects and should can be viewed as additional ‘run-time’ structural noise impacting

the ‘nominal’ response of each element defined upon fabrication.5 Accordingly, I

assessed machine performance (task error rates) in the presence of structural noise

resulting from dynamic performance variability in the computational core. Fig. 3.6

exhibits results for the following three noise regimes (assuming identical core sizes

in all cases):

Scenario 1: no noise, serves as my baseline.

Scenario 2: zero mean additive (uniformly distributed) white noise affecting all

nodes of the machine’s processing core, intended to model signal perturbations re-

sulting from device and interconnect variability. Level of noise is within 1% of the

actual signal range.

Scenario 3: same as above, with noise ranging within 2% of the actual signal range.

Scenario 4: same as above, with noise ranging within 4% of the actual signal range.

As can be seen on the top in Fig. 3.6, even for the highest noise level, the

error rate increases are in most cases fairly small for identical core sizes, supporting

my claim that this computational model operates well under this type of persistent

performance variability. Furthermore, on the bottom in Fig. 3.6 I show how the

error rate increases for tasks which were not robust to noise can be dramatically

reduced by simply increasing core size and density of connectivity – in this case by

a factor of two and three, respectively. Thus, the design of cores can mainly rely

on proper broad sizing of the core’s network to achieve the desired reliability under

performance uncertainty – I refer to this as ‘unstructured redundancy.’ This should

5Indeed, at such reduced scales, the discrete nature of atomic matter and charge becomes
significant, and nanodevices and interconnects will exhibit great sensitivity to fluctuations in the
local electrostatic environment, e.g., even a single charge may significantly impact a nanodevice’s
timing/performance.
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Figure 3.6: Average task error rates for a pool of machines with randomly generated
computational cores, operating under three noise regimes.

be contrasted with the design complexity associated with the structured redundancy

required by machines operating under traditional computational models.

3.4 A Machine Architecture for Perturbation-Based Com-

puting

So far my discussion of perturbation-based machines assumes that they would

contain a single monolithic computational core, yet in what follows I show that

the overall flexibility and scalability of this computational model can be greatly

enhanced by considering machine architectures incorporating a multi-core organiza-

tion, see e.g., Fig. 3.7.

Proposed multi-core machine architecture. A shown in Fig. 3.7, I

envisage an architecture that has multiple computational cores (i.e., reservoirs of
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Figure 3.7: Multi-core machine architecture.

dynamics) of one or two basic standard sizes, and where the dynamics’ speed of the

cores can be tailored to specific classes of applications. Accordingly, each core has a

rate parameter, τi, representing the inherent speed of its dynamics, e.g. for a discrete

system it might simply correspond to slow updates, whereas for a continuous system

corresponds to the dynamics’ relaxation time. The importance of this parameter

will become clear in the sequel. Additionally, as shown in the figure, each core

can be individually excited by a subset, or all, of the inputs, and may access state

information from other (neighboring) cores, through a strong or weak coupling.

Finally, the task’s readout function in the output stage may rely on state from all

or just a subset of the computational cores. In the sequel, I illustrate a number of

different machine configurations along with basic decomposition principles.

Combined core size and computational power. Consider first a pertur-

bation-based machine comprised of a single monolithic computational core. As one

would expect, the computational power of such a machine can be enhanced by in-

creasing the size of its computational core, thus creating a richer pool of operators.

Experimental results for monolithic machines shown in Fig. 3.8 (denoted by an m

in the figure’s legend) illustrate this – as can be seen, machine performance for a set
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Figure 3.8: Test error rates for benchmark tasks, considering monolithic core ma-
chines (‘m’) with increasing core sizes, and multi-core machines (‘c’) with the same
combined core sizes.

of benchmark tasks improves with the size of the underlying computational core,

until it nearly saturates, once a sufficiently rich pool of dynamics is generated.6 In

addition, Fig. 3.8 shows the same set of results, but now generated using a multicore

machine (denoted by c in the legend) with a combined core size identical to that of

the original monolithic machine – in this experiment, each individual core has 100

nodes, and thus a 200 node machine uses two cores, a 400 node machine uses four,

and so forth. Furthermore, a decoupled core configuration was adopted, i.e., the in-

ternal state of a core is not accessed by any other core. As can be seen in Fig. 3.8, the

performance of the multicore machines is essentially the same of the monolithic core

machines, suggesting that one may create flexible platforms with many small cores,

and then use/configure only those necessary to achieve the required computational

power for the task(s) at hand.

Note further that, depending on the task, simply increasing the combined

core size, even before the saturation point alluded to above is reached, may be a

poor design strategy, and may also unnecessarily bound the practically attainable

6After this saturation point, increasing accuracy relying strictly on the random nature of the
computational core, becomes increasingly expensive.
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Figure 3.9: Vision task: predicting object movement on an 8x8 array of sensors.

task accuracy. That is, task performance may be more effectively enhanced by

imposing a more suitable alternative decomposition on the multiple computational

cores.

Core decomposition driven by inherent structural/physical locality

characteristics of a task. For some real-time processing tasks, there is a natural

partition of inputs into subgroups which are known a priori to capture features

whose dynamics need not have a strong interaction in performing the resulting

task. Observe that this does not mean that the output does not depend jointly on

all input subgroups, but rather that relations between the intrinsic dynamics of the

input subgroups are essentially ‘independent’ features on which the readout function

should draw. When this is the case, rather than jointly project all input streams

into a common set of shared cores, it is more computationally effective to feed these

inputs into separate subsets of cores which are only weakly connected, if at all.

Task 8 is used to illustrate the effectiveness of this decomposition principle,

and how it can be applied in practice. This is a motion prediction benchmark – a

moving object crosses an 8 × 8 field/array of sensors, with a random but constant

speed and direction – see Fig. 3.9, where I use color intensity to represent the

percentage of each sensor field currently covered by the moving object [46]. With

equal probability, the object is a ball or a bar. The task is to predict the readings of
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the inner 6 × 6 array of sensors, one step in advance. I performed two experiments

for this task, one where the machine has a single monolithic core and a second where

it has multiple cores. The monolithic core has 16×16×3 nodes (totaling 768 nodes)

[46]. In turn, reflecting the structural characteristics of the sensor field in Task 8,

the multi core machine comprises one core per sensor – thus a total of 64 cores with

2×2×3 nodes each – giving the same total of 768 nodes. Each small core is weakly

connected to its four nearest neighbors in the grid, receives only its own local input,

i.e., the corresponding sensor reading, and outputs the next step reading prediction

for that sensor. For simplicity, my predictions consider only two possible values:

ON, corresponding to most of the sensor field (i.e., > 60%) covered by the object at

the next time step; or otherwise OFF. All cores operate at the same speed.

For this experiment, the monolithic core machine gave test error rates of

2.55% for ON predictions and 0.10% for OFF predictions, while the multi core

machine gave test error rates of 2.63% for ON predictions and 0.10% for OFF pre-

dictions, i.e., delivered similar performance to that of the machine with the large

monolithic core. The advantages of this arrangement, from a scalability and ef-

ficiency standpoint, should be clear, in particular if one considers larger fields of

sensors.

Core decomposition driven by task dynamics which are ‘nearly

decomposable’. It is not unusual for real-time dynamical systems to exhibit a

‘nearly decomposable’ structure [9]. For example, the input streams might be di-

vided into subgroups associated with characteristics that are varying on different

timescales. In this case, rather than directly mixing input streams with different

timescales in shared cores, it may be more effective to structure the computational

resources to reflect the task at hand. For example, consider a system with two

intrinsic dynamical time scales, a fast and a slow one. If, from the perspective of

a task, these characteristics were independent, i.e., decomposable, then one might

feed associated inputs into independent sets of cores and allow the readout func-

tion to draw from the two types of reservoirs. Alternatively, one might have fast
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Figure 3.10: Three robot navigation tasks on T-Maze: Task 5 (light at position 1),
Task 6 (light at position 2), and Task 7 (light at position 3).

dynamics which are conditioned on slow dynamics in a system. In other words, the

slowly varying input characteristics set the broader ‘context’ for fast varying char-

acteristics of the system. If such a time scale decomposition is not performed, one

may (unnecessarily) require a very large pool of dynamics, operating at the fastest

speed, in order to achieve good performance, whereas a set of properly intercon-

nected small cores operating at multiple time scales could provide a very effective

set of projections for the task at hand.

Below, I present results for an experiment illustrating the scalability enhance-

ments one can achieve via this unique type of decomposition. I consider the classical

T-maze robot navigation task – as shown in Fig. 3.10, the task is to have a robot

(Khepera [41]) navigate to end 1, if light is on, otherwise go to end 2. The initial

robot position (in the start region) is randomly selected. The task inputs and out-

puts are the robot’s 16 sensor readings (8 light and 8 proximity sensors), and the
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speeds of its two wheels, respectively. Three benchmark tasks – 5, 6 and 7 – have

been defined, each corresponding to a different position of the light. Namely, as

shown in Fig. 3.10, for Tasks 7 and 6 the light is at the very beginning and at some

intermediate point of the corridor, respectively, while for Task 5 the light is at the

T-junction, i.e., right at the decision point. Such robot control schemes are referred

to as a reactive control according to [2].

Before presenting the results of this key decomposition experiment, it is im-

portant to introduce an additional notion critical to this work – yield – which is

defined for a given machine configuration, target task, and desired performance.

Recall that, in Fig. 3.5, for example, I considered eight benchmark tasks, and pre-

sented the corresponding average and standard deviation of their error rates, derived

for a pool of machines with randomly generated computational cores of a given tar-

get size. As indicated, for that experiment the target core sizes were chosen to be

large enough so as to saturate performance. That is, any core size increases beyond

their associated values would not enhance task performance in any substantial way,

thus ensuring low variability on task performance across my randomly generated

machine pools (more details are given in the Appendix).

Yet, rather than design up front such a large/costly machine, one may choose

instead to use smaller computational cores and accept a lower yield for the task of

interest – that is, given the target task and desired performance, one may be willing

to discard a certain percentage of machines (in the random pool) that are unable

to deliver the required performance. It should be clear from my previous discus-

sions that by limiting the size of the computational core, certain machines within

a random pool may not be configurable to deliver the desired performance. Still,

the relevance/attractiveness of explicitly considering such yield-related tradeoffs is

the possibility of using smaller and least costly machines to execute the tasks of

interest, while meeting the required performance. Thus, by incorporating this ad-

ditional design space exploration dimension – yield – I can provide more insightful

experimental results for this class of machines.
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Accordingly, given a machine configuration, target task, and desired perfor-

mance, in the sequel I refer to the percentage of machines that can deliver the desired

task performance (when a large pool of such machines is randomly generated) as

yield. Let us now return to the T-maze experiment. I present results considering

two performance targets (less than 2% error rate (ER), and less than 10% ER), and

two yield points (75% and 50% of the machines in the random pool generated for

the selected configuration are able to deliver the required performance or ER).

I first assessed the performance of monolithic core perturbation-based ma-

chines, for the three T-maze tasks. For Task 5, I found that machines with a rela-

tively small computational core (comprising 75 nodes) were able to deliver the top

performance target (‘less than 2% error rate’), with a yield of 75% (the maximum

yield point considered in this experiment). Furthermore, I found that a smaller

machine configuration (comprising only a 50 node core), was still able to deliver

my top performance (‘less than 2% error rate’), yet with a decreased yield of 50%

(my second/lower yield point). Thus, for this smaller configuration, only half of

the machines (rather than two thirds) would operate within the desired target error

rate of 2%. My experiments also showed that this same small configuration (with a

single 50 node core), was able to deliver my lower performance point (‘less than 10%

error rate’), with an improved target yield of 75%. This set of experimental results

clearly illustrates the richness of the yield-related tradeoffs introduced above.

I now present and discuss the results obtained for Task 6 – with the light

placed at some intermediate point of the corridor (see Fig. 3.10). In contrast to Task

5, much larger core sizes were consistently required to achieve similar performance

and yield targets. For example, to deliver my lower target performance (‘less than

10% error rate’) with my max yield point of 75%, a machine configuration comprising

a single core with 300 nodes was required by Task 6 – this should be contrasted with

the 50 node core required by Task 5. In turn, to deliver my top target performance

(‘less than 2% error rate’) with the low target yield of 50%, a machine configuration

comprising a single core with 600 nodes was required by Task 6 – in contrast to the
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much smaller Task 5’s 50 node core. Note further that I am unable to give concrete

numbers for Task 6’s top performance and yield points (i.e., ‘less than 2% error rate’

with a 75% yield), since I performed experiments only with core sizes of up to 1000

nodes, and those targets were not met even by machines with such large core sizes

– while Task 5 required cores with only 75 nodes.

Finally, for Task 7, with the light placed at the very beginning of the corridor

(see Fig. 3.10), I was not able to achieve any of my selected performance vs. yield

points, even for a machine with 1000 nodes. The problem is that, as the distance

from the light to the T juncture increases, even a large machine with a single 1000

node computational core is not able to ‘remember’ the state of the light when the

robot reaches the decision point. As empirically demonstrated by the experiments

shown in the beginning of this section, a multi-core machine with merely a combined

core size identical to the maximum monolithic one indicated above (i.e., 1000) would

deliver a similar performance, and thus not address the very poor performance

observed for Task 7.

To address this issue, for Tasks 6 and 7 I considered alternative machine

configurations with two processing cores, each with a different τ parameter. One of

the cores is responsible for the ‘larger scale’ context (or slower dynamics) associated

with the task, i.e., ‘remembering’ the light and what to do in both cases, while

the other core takes care of immediate (or fast dynamics) navigation decisions, i.e.,

staying away from the walls of the corridor while moving forward. The slow core is

excited by the robot’s light sensors only, whereas the fast core is excited by the light

and the proximity sensors as well as the slow core. The task’s readout function,

which is responsible for generating the speed of the two independent robot wheels,

relies only on state from the fast core.

Fig. 3.11 summarizes the results delivered by such decomposition for Task

7 (the ‘harder’ task). The top graph of Fig. 3.11 gives the combined core size of

several machine configurations capable of delivering my top performance point (error

rate under 2%) with a yield of 50% and 75%. Namely, for each slowdown factor
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Figure 3.11: Size of double core machines for T-maze task T7, considering different
relative core speeds, and different target performances and yields. On all experi-
ments, the size of the fast core is 200 nodes. The top and bottom figures show the
combined core sizes required by machine configurations exhibiting a target error rate
(ER) of less than 2% and 10%, respectively, as the slowdown factor of the slower
core increases.

in a range from 30 to 100 (corresponding to a different τ parameter), the graph

gives the size of the smallest machine configuration that can deliver an error rate

under 2% with the particular yield. In turn, the bottom graph shows those same

combined sizes, but now for my lower target performance point (error rate under

10%). The enhancement in efficiency and compute power achieved by such dual-

core dual-dynamics machines is remarkable – for example, as can be seen in the top

graph, a machine provided with a fast and a 40 times slower cores with only 200 and

50 nodes, respectively, can achieve the target 2% error rate for Task 7 (the ‘harder’

task) with a yield of 75%. Recall that, by contrast, the error rates delivered by a

1000 node single core machines for this task were extremely high. This represents
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a dramatic improvement in task performance and reduction core size empirically

supporting the effectiveness of the proposed decomposition.

The results in Fig. 3.11 give us other interesting insights. Namely, as we can

see in the top graph of the figure, as we move below 40, towards ‘small’ slow down

factors, the required size for the slow computational core increases, as one would

actually expect – ultimately, as the slow down factor reaches 1 (denoting both cores

operating at the same speed), we would need a combined size essentially identical

to that of the monolithic core configuration previously discussed. In contrast, as

one moves right, towards ‘large’ slow down factors, the size of the core decreases,

until it stabilizes into one that is large/rich enough for the dynamics that need to

be captured. Beyond those basic trends, making more precise assessments on what

would be the best size vs. slowdown factor (e.g., in terms of resulting core activity,

cost, etc.) would be more sensitive to the type of perturbation-based machine

being considered. Since my experiments rely on a representative, yet very abstract,

machine, it suffices for now to show the basic trend inherent to the decomposition.

Finally, as one would expect, the dual-core dual-dynamics machine delivers

substantial scalability gains for the less challenging Task 6. For example, I found

that a dual-core dual-dynamics machine with relative core speeds differing by a

factor of 20, requires a combined core size of only 150 nodes to deliver my top

performance target (2% error rate), with the max yield point (75%). By contrast,

as mentioned above, a monolithic core machine requires 300 nodes to achieve the

low performance target of 10% error rate with the same yield (75%).

These experiments empirically demonstrate the enhanced flexibility/practi-

cality as well as substantial scalability gains possible with my proposed multi-core

machine architecture, which: (1) relies on a set of standard size cores, either only

locally coupled or fully decoupled; (2) allows for the joint projection of select sub-

groups of inputs, rather than always requiring the joint (brute-force) projection all

inputs; (3) allows the readout function to rely on the state of only a select subset
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of cores; and, last but not least, (4) enables exploitation of multiple speed dynam-

ics during machine operation, by allowing cores operating at different time scales

τ . These novel decomposition principles have empirically shown to be strikingly

effective in the context of perturbation-based computing.

3.5 Contrast to previous work

Contrast to other computational models. As mentioned above, pertur-

bation-based computing relies on transient internal states, and is therefore not a

Turing model. That is, unlike Turing machines, or even less powerful standard

finite state machines, the only stable state of a perturbation-based machine’s com-

putational core is the general the ‘rest’ state; the machine has no ‘permanent’ mem-

ory. These characteristics make this computational model unique. Furthermore,

although perturbation-based computational models are likely to use recurrent net-

works to realize their computational core, they are also fundamentally different from

traditional recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Indeed, after training, RNNs operate

essentially as deterministic FSMs. That is, they exhibit a finite number of attractor

states, which encode their possible outputs. A key challenge for RNNs is designing

system dynamics so as to create suitable stable/attractor (or ‘low energy’) states,

so that a network subject to specific inputs eventually converges to the correct sta-

ble states. Such convergence is hard to achieve, since dynamic systems may easily

become unstable – thus, most research in the field deals with very simple special

cases or network topologies [28]. By contrast, the operation of perturbation-based

machines does not center on designing/controlling dynamics, but rather draws on

the rich transient dynamics of complex (and possibly randomly assembled) systems,

operating under substantial structural uncertainty.

Previous research on perturbation-based computing. Perturbation-

based computing was independently proposed by two research groups [27, 33], both

of which have furthered this area, but have fundamentally different objectives than
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ours. The main objective in [33] was to model biological neural circuits and un-

derstand the operating principles of such biological systems. Accordingly, ensuring

biological plausibility (e.g., for the network nodes), and successfully mimicking the

behavior of actual neocortex circuits (e.g., in terms of possible information encod-

ing), were key drivers for their research [33, 45, 46]. These issues are not germane to

my research, and in fact obscure my core objectives. The work of [27] was driven

by the desire to develop practical engineering techniques for training (artificial) re-

current neural networks, to be used in control applications. Their main objective

was to circumvent the need to control (design) complex network dynamics – an

exceedingly hard problem [28]. Note, however, that this line of work assumes that

such networks/models are to be directly programmed, using Turing complete lan-

guages, on conventional general purpose computers. By contrast, my focus and

contributions are directed towards realizing machines that operate directly under

this computational model, rather than emulating or simulating it using Turing com-

plete machines/languages. In particular, I am interested in assessing the suitability

of perturbation-based computational models for nanotechnologies characterized by

high defect density and high performance variability – a major research challenge

posed to the computer science and computer engineering communities.

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work

I proposed a hybrid eNano-CMOS platform for realizing perturbation-based

machines, relying on a new style of configuration that, I believe, can potentially

leverage the strengths of emerging nanoelectronic technologies. In particular, I

presented experimental evidence demonstrating that hard defects and performance

variability/uncertainty can be naturally handled within this framework. To assess

the scalability and practicality of perturbation-based computational models, as well

as develop the foundation of tools for engineering efficient systems relying on these, I

then proposed a multicore machine architecture and novel design and decomposition

principles, exploiting task specific contextual and temporal scales. I experimentally
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demonstrated the effectiveness and promise of these, for a set of benchmark tasks.

Given the promising results reported in this chapter, a key objective for fu-

ture work is to devise simple node nonlinearities – ideally exhibiting a complexity

of one or two gates equivalents – such that a single computational core with 50,

100 or even 200 nodes would be still quite a small component for today’s standards.

Beyond simplicity, additional critical requirements are that such nodes should be

possible to successfully assemble/fabricate under substantial structural uncertainty,

i.e., be robust to spatial variability during assembly/fabrication. These implemen-

tation oriented, research topics make sense in the context of a concrete architectural

framework and corresponding promising results, as presented in this chapter. Last

but not least, it is paramount that, during assembly, core nodes form recurrent

networks exhibiting non-chaotic behavior (e.g., by exhibiting appropriate dumping

factors), either by construction or through some simple post-fabrication process. In

[37], some promising adaptive directions are explored towards this end, for a class of

abstract perturbation-based machines which I denote standard ECHO model [27].

Still, in my case it will be paramount to incorporate challenges specific to nan-

otechnologies into the process, as well as operate in the context of a more concrete

architectural framework, such as the one presented in Fig. 3.4.

I conclude by observing that it will be also interesting to consider heteroge-

neous systems combining perturbation-based computing with more traditional com-

putational models. Yet, this direction makes sense only after the fundamentals and

strengths and limitations of perturbation-based computing are better understood

and analyzed.

3.7 Appendix

The performance numbers reported in this work for each benchmark task and

machine configuration pair were derived by averaging the actual results obtained for

a pool of 10 machines, each with randomly generated core(s) of the target size being
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considered, and using randomly selected training sets. The core sizes considered in

the various experiments are explicitly indicated in the work, except for those associ-

ated to the experiments reported in Figs. 3.3, 3.5, 3.6. In those, for each benchmark

task I used the smallest core size(s) leading to performance saturation. For example,

as can be seen in Fig. 3.8, for Task 1 the ‘saturation’ core size is 200 nodes, since

increases beyond that value lead to negligible performance improvements. Note fur-

ther that the cores used in the experiments reported on the bottom of Fig. 3.6 have

twice that of the baseline ‘saturation’ size. This is done to overcome the deleterious

effects of structural noise on performance. Finally, all experiments (except, again,

those reported on the bottom of Fig. 3.6) use cores with the same density of connec-

tivity, namely, on average each core node has 2.7 input connections and 2.7 output

connections. In turn, the experiments reported on the bottom of Fig. 3.6 use three

times that density – once again, aiming at reducing the impact of structural noise

on performance.

In what follows I provide a brief description of the benchmark tasks used in

our experiments.

Domain 1: Wireless Communications. I considered two wireless channel mod-

els consisting of a sequence of linear filters of length 10, a time independent non-

linear transformation, and low amplitude additive white noise [10]. The task input

is modeled as a sequence of equally likely random symbols from a possible set of

4, corrupted by the channel. The task attempts to recover the original sequence of

symbols.

• Task 1: Channel equalization - using a basic channel model taken from the

literature [29].

• Task 2: Channel equalization - using a modified (highly nonlinear) channel

model. I substantially amplified the nonlinear distortion of the original model

in [29], in order to increase the difficulty level of the task.
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Domain 2: Voice. I selected three voice tasks, all of which are based on the

TI46 corpus of inputs, consisting of 26 utterances of the digits ‘zero’ to ‘nine’,

by 16 different speakers (8 men and 8 women), totaling more than 4000 inputs

[46]. The inputs to the perturbation-based machine are first preprocessed using

the Lyon Passive Ear model, which is a realistic model of the human inner ear[32].

Depending on the task, the output identifies the word or the gender of the speaker.

I consider two different versions of those tasks, trained to recognize different sets of

four words/digits, namely, 0-3 and 4-7, and the associated speaker’s gender.

• Task 3a: Isolated word recognition: 0-3

• Task 3b: Isolated word recognition: 4-7

• Task 4a: Gender identification: 0-3

• Task 4b: Gender identification: 4-7

Domain 3: Robot Navigation/Control. Three benchmark navigation tasks

were considered, all implemented on the Khepera robot [3]. This robot has two

wheels with independently controlled speeds – each wheel’s speed can be set to a

discrete value between -10 to 10. When both wheels have the same speed, the robot

moves along a straight line, when they have opposite speeds, the robot rotates in

place, etc. Control decisions are made based on the readings of 16 noisy sensors

placed on the periphery of the robot– 8 proximity infrared sensors and 8 directed

ambient light sensors. The training set used for these experiments consists of a set of

robot trajectories generated using a simple algorithmic script and a large number of

random initial positions in the start region. The high accuracy MATLAB Khepera

simulator KiKS v2.2.0 [41] was used to simulate the following three tasks:

• Task 5: Navigation on T-Maze - light at Position 1.The T shaped maze is

shown in Fig. 3.10. The task is to navigate to end 1, if light is on, otherwise
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go to end 2. The task inputs and outputs are the 16 sensor readings and the

speeds of the two wheels, respectively.

• Task 6: Navigation on T-Maze - light at Position 2. Same as Task 5, except

for the position of the light (further away from the T junction)

• Task 7: Navigation on T-Maze - light at Position 3. Same as Task 6, except

for the position of the light (even further from the T junction)

Domain 4: Vision/Motion Prediction. A single benchmark task is considered

in this domain [46]. A moving object crosses an 8× 8 field/array of sensors with at

a random but constant speed and direction – with equal probability, the object is a

ball or a bar [46].

• Task 8: Predict position of moving object. The task is to predict the readings

of the inner 6 × 6 array of sensors, one step in advance. Task performance

is measured using 2 metrics: errors associated with ’ON’ sensor predictions

and ‘OFF’ sensor predictions. The rationale for considering both types of

predictions separately is that sensors are OFF most of the time, and thus an

average across both errors would be too optimistic.

Domain 5: Parity Generation

• Task 9: Parity Generation 2W. The task is to generate a parity bit for a 2

bit sliding window on some input stream. The task input is the bit stream,

and the output is the corresponding stream of generated parity values.

• Task 10: Parity Generation 3W. Same as Task 9, but considering now a 3 bit

sliding window.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Research

4.1 Summary of Key Results and Contributions

In this thesis we discussed trends in microelectronics advancement and as-

sociated problems in design for future systems with high computational capacity.

The first direction was a scaling analysis in the wire dominated case. The main

contributions here are the:

• development and analysis of an area scaling model in wire dominated regime;

• and the use of this scaling model to analyze the overheads associated with

achieving fault-tolerance by applying spatial redundancy at different levels of

the system hierarchy.

The second direction was an exploration of perturbation-based computational mod-

els as a promising choice for implementing next generation embedded systems using

future technologies. Contributions here are:

• proposal and validation of design principles for perturbation-based machines;

• and the proposal of a hybrid eNano-CMOS platform for realizing perturbation-

based machine, that can potentially make efficient use of future technologies.

The following perturbation-based computation design principles are proposed

and validated in this thesis:

Design Principle 1: Defect-tolerance, randomly assembled cores

and configuration/training. Our first principle is that one need only ensure
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that the core and readout connectivity are sufficiently ‘rich’ to achieve the desired

approximation after training. In other words the designer need only control the size

and statistics (e.g., connectivity) of the core network without precisely specifying

its topology. Manufacturing defects and heterogeneity in the non-linearities within

the network thus become part of its intrinsic randomness of the network. The

experiments shown in Fig. 3.5 empirically support this point. These results show

the task error rates achieved, across a suite of benchmark tasks, T1-T10 realized on

randomly generated computational cores of a similar (sufficiently large) size. As can

be seen there is negligible variation in their ability to perform the task, i.e., have

essentially the same computational power – as assessed based on task error rates.

Design Principle 2: Fault-tolerance through unstructured redun-

dancy. Our second principle is that fault-tolerance can also be partially achieved

by appropriately defining the statistics and size of the core. Intuitively, even if

randomly assembled, a large dynamical network should incorporate sufficient re-

dundancy to allow the readout layer to average out internal noise/soft errors. We

refer to this as unstructured redundancy in the core, as it need not be explicitly

designed, e.g., as would be the case with triple-module-redundancy. Instead the

designer need only decide on a sufficiently large core to address soft faults and/or

internal performance variability, e.g., due to coupling etc. An obvious advantage of

this approach is a reduction in design cost in comparison to structured redundancy.

A disadvantage is that this comes at a cost, bigger cores will consume more power.

Design Principle 3: Complete core sharing. Note that aside from

general considerations on size and network statistics detailed core characteristics

are task independent. Thus several different tasks that share the same input can in

principle share its projection on the same core. For example word recognition and

speaker identification tasks for the same speech input could share the same core.

Such complete and parallel sharing of resources has the potential to substantially

reduce overall system cost in terms of both area and power. Note however that the

readout layer can not be easily shared across tasks, which may lead to a scalability
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problem if a core is to be shared among a large number of tasks.

Design Principle 4: Weakly interconnected networks and spatial

decomposition. A potential problem with scaling to large cores is a scalability

problem if random interconnections among nodes are necessary. We propose a fourth

design principle towards overcoming this problem. The idea is to introduce some

hierarchy by only weakly interconnecting smaller cores. This allows one to control

the interconnect costs as the size of the cores increase. Moreover this seems a natural

way to randomly assemble cores, i.e., one where the primary form of connectivity

is local. More generally one can imagine designs that leverage a large number of

relatively small cores which serve as building blocks to create bigger cores as needed.

Design Principle 5: Nearly decomposable core dynamics. The last

design principle we propose relates to decomposition in terms of temporal dynam-

ics. The idea is that some applications are driven by (possibly coupled) dynamics at

different time scales, which a designer might recognize and incorporate into his core

design. For example a core design might include weakly interconnected cores oper-

ating at different speeds. One can imagine, creating cores with different response

times to input signals, through some form of doping and/or processing. For applica-

tions exhibiting dependencies on multiple time scales such decompositions are very

effective at reducing complexity. Furthermore, purposefully combining fast and slow

cores may present further advantages towards reducing power consumption. Note

that the principle here is not to perform careful core design, but simply define some

large scale characteristics for connectivity and dynamics of its constituent subnet-

works.

While there has been an increasingly active community of researchers explor-

ing the potential of the perturbation computing (also known as reservoir computing)

paradigm for real time processing tasks, little has been reported on possible imple-

mentation and design principles. This thesis serves to set down some of the possible

design principles that would support the “design” of such systems if they were based

on randomly assembled networks.
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4.2 Future Work

Advancements in microelectronics over the last few decades have been en-

abled by progress in photolithography technology providing increasingly smaller

feature size. Smaller feature size means denser integration (more transistors per

chip) as well as faster and more energy efficient transistors. The nanoelectronics era

has followed this major research and development effort attempting to carry tech-

nology forward along similar lines. Nanoelectronics promised great benefits 10–15

years ago, when feature size was hundreds nanometers. However nowadays, with

feature size already basically at the nano scale (35nm–45nm), prospective benefits

become questionable. The shrinking of feature size is becoming increasingly costly.

Problems associated with small device size also become more pronounced, and ulti-

mately the fundamental limit of device size is not as far away as it was 10–15 years

ago (the silicon crystal lattice spacing is 0.54nm).

Considering all these, the only feasible way to achieve higher computational

capacity is to use a significantly larger number of devices. Since now we cannot

reduce device sizes to make them more energy efficient; each device has to oper-

ate in a slow low-power mode to meet the overall system power dissipation limit.

This means that the number of devices has to grow rapidly (quadratically) with

target growth in computational capacity, while the cycle time (or equivalent timing

characteristic) has to become longer.

If we try to put an increased number of devices on a chip, while device size

stays the same, this would require an enormous chip area. Indeed traditional pho-

tolithography places devices inside a thin 2D layer on the chip surface. In order

to keep system size reasonable it is desired for new technologies to pack this huge

number of devices in 3D volume. True 3D integration is problematic through pho-

tolithography (creating many thousands of layers, doing this layer by layer would

be expensive). Self assembly is a possible way to achieve 3D integration. But, so

far, there are no such technologies, so it could be a promising direction for future
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work. A possible alternative could try be reuse available photolithography by print-

ing circuits on a large area thin flexible film. Later this film could be compacted

into a small 3D volume. Such thin film technology may be not so unrealistic and

therefore presents an interesting direction for future work.

It may be hard to construct a specific desired structure using self assembly

(either to achieve 3D integration, or to achieve deep nanoscale or both). In that

sense perturbation-based computing is an interesting example of the use of random

structures for computation. It is reasonable to assume that such random structures

are easier to construct through self assembly. Therefore another prospective research

direction is how to build, and how to employ for computation, random structures

in 3D and/or at deep nanoscale.

As mentioned above, we expect future high computational capacity systems

will consist of very large numbers of devices operating at relatively slow speeds.

Corresponding future research directions include analysis of scaling laws for such

systems (e.g. presented in this thesis area scaling in wire dominated case) and

suitable computer architectures for such big systems.
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